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Featured EPUB eBook Readers

Apple iPad
Since its release the iPad has taken the world by storm. Well designed, compact, solid battery

life and a huge app base, has made the iPad a very desirable product, and which has even

opened up eBooks to a much wider audience than previously before.

Read more...

Bookeen Cybook Opus
Bookeen has many years experience in making eBook readers and with the Cybook OPUS they

pack in an array of features that far surpass their previous efforts. As one of the first 5 inch

E-Ink screens, the Opus comes with great features and is possibly the cutest eReaders on the

market, which certainly stands out from the crowd.

Read more...

Sony Reader Touch Edition
Sony has rebranded their latest digital readers to give us proper monikers rather than using

those ugly model numbers. We now have the Daily Edition, Pocket Editionand the Touch

Edition, the latter is what I'll be reviewing in this article.

Read more...

Bookworm Online ePub eBook Reader
Bookworm is a free online platform for storing and reading your ePub format books. The main

benefit of using a reading system such as Bookworm is that you can read your eBooks from any

web browser on any computer, including most mobile web devices, anywhere at any time.

Read more...

Apple iPhone and iPod Touch
The Apple iPhone and iPod Touch have become major platforms on which to read eBooks after

the release of several dedicated eBook reader apps and although they have quite small

screens they are big enough to read from. Along with the all-in-one, multi-function abilities,

they can be a real choice for many people.

Read more...

Adobe Digital Editions
Adobe DE (Digital Editions) is a Flash based eBook reader for the desktop computer and Sony

Reader. Along with reading ePub formatted books, DE can also read PDF files and both of

these with or without DRM protection.

Read more...

More eBook Readers

Kobo eReader

The new WiFi Kobo eReader now has faster page turns and longer battery life and comes in

several colours; Onyx, Metallic Silver, Pealized Lilac. The the new WiFi model is still very

reasonably priced and allows both Free and DRM protected EPUB books to be viewed. With

their own KoboBooks Store and apps for various mobile devices (including the iPad) you'll be
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able to enjoy your eBooks anywhere, anytime.

KoboeReader.com

U.S. residents get a $40 discount with this code: KOBO40

NOOK Color

The latest eReader from B&N boasts a 7-inch VividView color touchscreen, making magazines

and newspapers much more authentic to read. This new reader also allows you to use social

apps, surf the web, play games, and listen to music.

Barnes and Noble / Best Buy

Sony Reader Pocket  Edit ion (PRS350)

The Reader Pocket Edition PRS-350 is an ultra slim and lightweight reader with 5" glare-free

touch screen. Easy to use touch screen allows you to turn pages with a swipe of the finger and

effortlessly navigate through your books.

BestBuy / Amazon / W.H.Smith

Elonex 5"  Colour eBook Reader

The pocket-sized Elonex 500EB uses an amazing 5" TFT screen giving a window to a world of next

generation digital content including colour eBooks, digital magazines, news, comics, cookery

books, travel guides and more.

Waterstones

iRiver Touch eReader (with WiFi)

The WiFi enabled Cover Story from iRiver is a heavyweight eReader with a featherweight design,

which also allows for browsing and downloading eBooks from Waterstones.com directly onto the

device.

Waterstones

Old iRiver Story at Amazon

Sony Reader Daily Edit ion

The lastest reader from Sony comes with an extra long touch screen and wireless 3G

connectivity. Available U.S. only.

Borders / Sony / Newegg / Amazon

BeBook One,  BeBook Mini ,  BeBook Neo

There are now three versions of the BeBook, each to suit different tastes. BeBook One, the original

6-inch screen and now the smaller BeBook Mini, for that extra portability. The BeBook Neo comes

with a new sleek design and WiFi connectivity.

Amazon / BeBook (Australia)

eBook Reader Applications

ibisReader

Clean, Simple Reading: ibisReader gets out of your way with its intuitive, unobtrusive reading interface. Extensive

support for ebook design helps your books look their best. [Non-DRM EPUB Only] ibisReader.com

Aldiko -  Google Android Reader

Allowing for non-DRM EPUB books to be download and read on a Goole Android Phone. [Non-DRM EPUB Only]

Aldiko.com

Stanza

Available for Windows, Mac and the iPhone. The are also plans to release dedicated versions for PDA’s and other

mobile devices. Lexcycle.com

Book Glutton:  The Unbound Reader

A fully integrated online EPUB reader allowing books to be read from any computer with an internet connection.

[Non-DRM EPUB Only] BookGlutton.com

FBReader

Opensource reader for the desktopn and a multitude of mobile devices and phones. Also runs on Google Android

phones. [Non-DRM EPUB Only] fbReader.org
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Calibre – eBook Management

Comprehensive eBook management suite that can catalog your entire eBook collection. Calibre also has the ability

to convert over a dozen different eBook formats to EPUB. [Non-DRM EPUB Only] calibre-ebook.com

Azardi

AZARDI is designed as the definitive EPUB reader with built in transparency so you know your EPUBs are conforming

to the specification. [Non-DRM EPUB Only] infogridpacific.com
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